
India: between Indo-
Pacific & “New Silk Roads”

What does India want 
and need?



The “middle players”

China and the U.S. are NOT the only 
two nations that count in the Indo-

Pacific region

A group of significant countries 
seeking to affect the balance of 

power in the region





India

Embracing the concept of “Indo-Pacific”

Rejection of the “New Silk Roads” (Belt 
& Road Initiative)

Alignment with the U.S. and its allies in 
Asia to contain China’s ambitions?

YES & NO!



“Indo-Pacific”: an increasingly 
popular concept in India



Behind the new terminology: the 
acknowledgement of India’s weight 

in the region’s geopolitics



“Indo-Pacific” 
terminology first used in 

2012

India has since positioned itself in Asia 
within the context of “Indo-Pacific”

Partnerships with the U.S., Japan, 
Australia, France…

Indian PM Mammohan Singh (2018)



2015: U.S.-India Joint Strategic Vision for Asia-Pacific and Indian Ocean Region

A closer partnership aimed at “promoting peace, prosperity and stability”



2015: the signing of an ambitious 
Joint Statement with Japan

“Working Together for Peace and 
Prosperity of the Indo-Pacific 

Region and the World”



2017: Joint Statement 
with Australia

India and Australia as “partners in the Indo-Pacific”



India: the Asian country most opposed to China’s BRI 



No Indian participation to 2017 & 2019 Belt and Road Forums hosted by China



The “Belt”: Land routes (6 corridors)





A perceived threat to India’s 
sovereignty & territorial integrity

China: financing the port of Gwadar
(proximity to the Persian Gulf)

India’s concern: could 
Gwadar become a military 

base?



Port of Gwadar



India-China A complex relationship



British India

What borders for Kashmir?



1865: the Ardagh-Johnson 
Line

No reaction from the 
Empire of China



1914: the Simla Convention

The status of Tibet and its borders



Mc Mahon Line



Problem: Mc Mahon Line not 
acknowledged by the new Republic of 

China



1947: Partition



First Indo-Pakistani War over 
Kashmir (1947-1948)

Each side controlled a part of 
Kashmir while claiming the whole 

of Kashmir



1 October 1949: the triumph of 
the Communists The birth of the People’s Republic of China



1951



1951: Chinese control over Arunachal 
Pradesh (“South Tibet”)



Chinese claim over Aksai Chin (also 
claimed by India)

Territorial disputes between India 
and China

1959 compromise (South Tibet to 
India – Aksai Chin to China) rejected 

by India



1959: Dalai Lama’s 
escape from Tibet

The independent Tibetan government in 
exile established in north India



1962 Sino-Indian War



Territory ceded by Pakistan to China (1963)





China’s control over 
Tibetan water sources

China-India clash over Chinese 
claims to Tibetan water

Construction of dams in Tibet 
impacting agriculture in India 

and Bangladesh

Tensions



Pakistan-India: tense 
relations

Second Indo-Pakistani War (1965)

Third Indo-Pakistani War (1971)

Pakistan: a partner for China 
(military aid: 35% of China arms 

exports - Missiles)

Development of nuclear weapons



North passage through Kashmir 
under Pakistani control but claimed 

by India 



Strait of Malacca



“Indo-Pacific”: what does 
it mean for India?



Sino-Indian growing rivalry in 
the Indian Ocean: a 
determining factor in Sino-
Indian relationship

Indian Ocean: a strategic 
priority for China



The 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)

International agreement 
establishing the legal framework 

for all marine and maritime 
activities



India is advancing a 
comprehensive 

agenda of regional 
co-operation… to 
ensure that the 

global transit routes 
remain peaceful and 

free for all”



1. Freedom of navigation
2. Peaceful resolution of conflicts 

(1982 UNCLOS)

Message directed at China



China’s pressure in the 
South China Sea

Southeast Asia: China’s 
traditional zone of influence

Intensified pressure in 
contested waters and against 

U.S. forces and other countries 
passing through international 
waters in the South China Sea



The use of the word 
“inclusive” 4 times in 
reference to India’s 
policy in the Indo-

Pacific Region

“We promote 
collective security”



Absence of open 
criticism towards 

China

“India does not see 
the Indo-Pacific 

Region as a strategy 
or as a club of limited 

members. Nor as a 
grouping that seeks 

to dominate”



A message to the U.S.

No coalition of maritime 
democracies against China

India to preserve its diplomatic 
options on the global stage

No exclusive relations with any 
nations (formal alliances)

Non-Alignment tradition



1955: the Bandung 
Conference (Indonesia)

Delegates of 29 African & Asian 
countries (including India)

“Non-aligned” states: refusing the 
logic of the Cold War (U.S. vs. Soviet 

Union)



Rapprochement with the U.S.
BUT… NOT a close ally



Joint naval activities
(U.S., India, Japan & Australia)

Reluctance to give them too 
much visibility… until 2020



Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (« QUAD »)

A vague concept

Bloc of Indo-Pacific democracies that was created to counter China's regional 
influence (freedom of navigation, Indo-Pacific as a “free and open” space



Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (« QUAD »)

India: QUAD must not be perceived as a maritime coalition of democracies 
against China



Traditionally India has focused on 
continental threats (Pakistan & 

China)

A succession of acute crises with 
Pakistan (21st century)

Ongoing tensions with China over 
Kashmir

Borders issue not resolved (China-
India borders standoffs)

India’s strategic priorities



Growing maritime rivalry 
China-India in the Indian 

Ocean

A reality India cannot ignore



Indian Navy: what strategic 
priorities?

Indian Ocean

South China Sea & Pacific Ocean: 
secondary zones of interest

China’s growing influence (Silk 
Roads – Port infrastructure)



Malabar (joint naval exercises): U.S., Japan & India



2020 Malabar exercises in 
the Gulf of Bengal



China’s Malacca Dilemma (term 
coined in 2003): 

The Strait of Malacca: a natural 
strategic chokepoint

Could be easily blocked and hinder 
China’s economic development



Chinese cartographer Hao 
Xiaoguang

Asia-focused world map 
authorized by the Chinese 

government (2013)

How China sees the world

A map centered on the Indian 
Ocean



The “Road”: Maritime routes via the Malacca 
Strait, the Indian Ocean & the Red Sea



Accelerated 
modernization of China’s 

navy

To safeguard China’s broader 
interests (economic development): 

securing sea lanes







India’s strategic priorities 
centered on the Indian Ocean



Strait of Malacca



U.S. & India: distinct strategic priorities

The U.S.: a power struggle in the South China Sea 
(perceived as the strategic epicentre in the Indo-
Pacific)

India: power struggle in the Indian Ocean





Growing Chinese naval presence 
motivated by need to secure 

investments in Africa & Persian Gulf





India financed the 
port of Chabahar

Afghanistan able to 
bypass Pakistan



Partnerships with 
Iran & Russia: 
North-South 

Transport Corridor 
Project



Sino-Indian relations: 
a fragile balance

India does not want to antagonize 
China and worsen already fragile 

relations

But not ready to join the “New Silk 
Road” project: India remains the 

Asian country most opposed to the 
project
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NO to the Regional Comprehensive 
Economic Partnership (RCEP)

Fear of influx of Chinese products
Increased customs duties

Tighter control over Chinese 
investments in India

260 Chinese applications banned 
(Tik Tok)



Takeaways

India: a key player in the Indo-Pacific 
much solicited by its American & 

Japanese partners

No to restrictive  alliances

No to China’s BRI but efforts to 
stabilize its bilateral relations with 

China

Possible future cooperation but 
ongoing tensions


